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About
Courtney-Rose is a young designer who shapeshifts to 
fit the brief, rather than moulding the brief to a specific 
style or way of working. Although she loves printmaking 
and the physicality of the process, digital design remains 
a core part of her practice. 

Eventually, she’d like to run her own agency, risograph 
printer and letterpress included; one that champions 
community over competition, celebrates womanhood 
and helps new designers get a foot in the door. 

Get in touch:
www.c-rf.co.uk
07809 127 779
courtneyrose.frampton@gmail.com



Nebula Press
A small design agency, founded and ran by myself during my 
final year of university. The core of this project was not only 
to creat exicting work, but to also manage five designers of 
mixed abilities.01—Self-Initiated Brief



Our team was made up of a mix of abilities and skills; 
meaning each workshop had to be accessible for some 
yet still creatively challenging for others. It often resulted 
in briefs sitting somewhere in the goldilocks zone of Arts & 
Crafts and Graphic Design.





The project was a balance between delegation of tasks 
and personal guidance/leadership. Each week, we tackled 
collaborative projects, exploring a range of briefs with 
various themes to keep the team engaged and motivated. 







House ≠ Home
A subversive campaign created to question our collective 
desire to own a home. Inspired by the nomad Generation Z 
and Millenials, the generations least likely to own a home in 
their lifetime. 02—Live Brief







Music.Ology.ECA
A client-led & collaborative publication design, which includes 
academic arcticles under the broad scope of ‘music’. This 
project included: brand creation, logo design, publication 
template, invite and submission-call poster templates.03—Live Brief





Working around the budget of the client, we were able 
to create a workable template to be used throughout 
the lifetime of the journal. The challenge was to create 
a publication that worked both as an academic piece 
and something that is pleasing to read and interact with, 
breaking away from the traditional journal PDF format.







CERT Scotland
An organisation committed to improving the 
contraception experience for users in Scotland, 
through research and policy lobbying. Our social 
media platforms have grown substantially since the 
implementation of a dedicated social media team. 04—Live Brief



This feature doubled our average story 
interaction, and grew our total account 
impressions by over 1000 on Instagram 
between 27/04—03/05.



An infographic exploring access to contraception 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Retweeted by Nicola 
Sturgeon, which boosted our engagment ten-fold.



LifeBike
A bike hire scheme focused on encouraging commuters to 
adopt more mindful practices into their daily life. Submission 
to D&AD New Blood 2020.05—Competition Brief











Scran.
An app that hopes to connect people together, to cook, eat 
and share food at potluck style events. Created to help tackle 
loneliness in young people.06—Self-Initiated Brief
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